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SUMMARY 
Musculoskeletal modeling requires the creation of complex 
models and is therefore highly time-consuming, especially the 
creation of the model. This paper presents a method that 
allows a user to interactively build a full musculoskeletal 
reference model and store it in a hierarchical structure. The 
entire model, and its hierarchy, can then be fused thanks to a 
script mechanism  to functional data collected, for example, 
during gait analysis or other joint kinematics data collection. 
The entire script protocol has been implemented into a 
customized software dedicated to musculoskeletal modeling 
called lhpFusionBox. The method is now being tested within 
clinical applications; customizable automation of the most 
significant operations required for the model handling is 
therefore of importance. This automation is using a protocol 
for patient data collection generated by clinical users. It allows 
the latter users to fuse heterogeneous data into an integrated 
model. The lhpFusionBox underlying mechanism is close to 
offer a one-click procedure, but is still fully customizable 
allowing users to modify the models if requested. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper presents the script mechanism used by the 
customized software interface lhpFusionBox used for data 
fusion of heterogeneous clinical data related to motion 
analysis (applications of such data fusion using the 
lhpFusionBox is described in other papers during the ISB2011 
conference [sessions XI.6 and XIV.1; posters P150, P151, 
P328 and P561]). Creation of musculoskeletal model involves 
many different types of heterogeneous data, thus requiring a 
lot of fusion operations. It becomes time consuming process, 
especially in case of multi-type motion modeling and errors 
detection. In this paper, a script solution is proposed to solve 
this problem by introducing automation mechanism for data 
fusion. The lhpFusionBox” has been built from in-house 
routines and from the open-source MAF library 
(www.openmaf.org). 
 
METHODS 
The presented technology is based on the functionalities 
developed as part of lhpFusionBox from past work related to 
so-called “atomic” elements for data fusion and motion 
analysis [1,2]. These atoms include importers for motion 
capture data (e.g. C3D), morphology (e.g. INP, STL), force 
and pressure plates, soft tissue data, operations for data fusion 
and creation of derived elements (e.g. muscle action lines and 

moment arms, muscle surfaces, regression based parameters 
[2]) and functional analysis components (e.g., anatomical 
reference systems, data derivatives, helical axes, etc) [3]. The 
adopted automation approach is initially based on several 
simple text files, describing the way models should be created. 
These files describe the hierarchy of the musculoskeletal 
model being created, specify filenames for data to be imported 
and the sequences of fusion operations. Such implementation 
gives to the end-user a powerful, but still highly customizable 
tool. The only manual user requirement asked from the user is 
to build the initial static anatomical model to be fused with the 
available functional data. An extension of the above approach 
is based on a unified protocol related to data collection, with 
predefined names for most of model components. Such unified 
protocol is created in close collaboration with biomechanical 
and clinical experts, and from their experience using 
lhpFusionBox. With such extension lhpFusionBox becomes a 
tool including a fully automated mechanism for modeling 
based on a predefined protocol, but still allows customizations 
of all steps. In summary, the mechanism allowing the software 
to perform data fusion is either based on name conventions or 
by file retrieval from a text script file. The relationships of the 
model components with each other is represented with simple 
line (e.g. "Shank_static Shank_dynamic"). This method allows 
straight fusion without any supplementary further fusion 
operations. 
  
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Figure 1 illustrates the creation of an integrated model of 
human ankle motion within the lhpFusionBox system. The left 
part (A) of the figure shows an anatomical static model based 
on a set of clinically collected data on subject anatomy. It 
includes bone models obtained from CT-scan, anatomical 
reference frames (linked to virtually palpated anatomical 
landmarks), approximations of muscle lines of action (from 
medical imaging if available), morphological angles (for 
example, internal foot arch), etc. The Middle part (B) of the 
picture is the visualization of functional dynamic data 
collected. In the given example functional data include gait 
analysis data (motion, EMG, ground reaction forces), foot 
pressure plate data and manually palpated anatomical 
landmarks. The right part of the picture (C), represents the 
result of the data fusion to obtain the final integrated model. 
The final fused model includes all available static and 
functional data. The final model can then be processed within 
lhpFusionBox to determine supplementary  biomechanical 
information such as helical axes, motion representation, 



muscle moment arms, etc. Result output available from the 
lhpFusionBox include 3D interactive visualization, graph 
display and text files. Several application papers using this 
method are presented at the ISB2011. Note that the presented 
data fusion relies on strict data collection based on well-
defined and accurate protocols (such as the one presented in 
poster P151, which will be visible during the ISB2011 
conference). 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
The presented automated fusion script protocol offers a fast 
and relatively easy to use tool to create human 
musculoskeletal system models on the basis of heterogeneous 
source data, obtained during clinical measurements. These 
improvements dramatically simplifies data fusion. Therefore,   
the lhpFusionBox is now being tested in clinical settings. 
Future developments of lhpFusionBox should include 
additional modeling techniques and automation of some other 
operations. 
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Figure 1: Heterogeneous data related to the human ankle joint and the result of their fusion into an integrated model visualized 
within lhpFusionBox. A: static anatomical model. B: functional data. C: integrated final model obtained after automated fusion. 
See text for details. [Image obtained from the application presented in poster P151 presented at the ISB2011 congress.] 


